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Ever since the beautiful fixed-point theorem of P. A. Smith for 
prime periodic transformations on homology spheres, algebraic 
topologists have been trying to extend his result in the following two 
directions : 

(i) to generalize the transforming groups to general compact Lie 
groups, and 

(ii) to generalize the spaces to those of more complicated coho-
mologies. 

Unfortunately, the past trials are not very successful and the results 
so obtained are rather disappointing. However, it seems to me that 
the main reason for such failures is not due to the lack of powerful 
techniques nor the lack of proper setting, but rather the absence of a 
suitable viewpoint and a workable approach. As it was pointed out in 
[5], a perfectly natural approach is to follow the general ideas of 
I. Schur, É. Cartan and H. Weyl which worked so nicely for the study 
of linear transformations of compact Lie groups. However, in order to 
make such a simple minded idea of via "maximal tori" truly workable 
and penetrating, one needs some exceedingly strong and deep theorems 
for topological actions of tori so as to fill the missing cornerstone of the 
Schur lemma for topological transformation groups. The results of 
[2], [3], [4] clearly demonstrate that one may view the cohomology 
theory of topological transformation groups as a type of characteris
tic class theory for fibre bundles with topological G-spaces of a given 
cohomology type as fibre. And the central results that one needs to 
set up the geometric weight systems will be a certain type of splitting 
principle for topological actions of tori. 

Following A. Borel, we shall denote the twisted product of a G-
space X and the total space of universal G-bundle, EG, by XQ. 
Namely, XQ = XXQ EQ is the total space of the universal bundle 

X —> XQ —> Bo 

1 The author is an Alfred Sloan Fellow and is also supported by N. S. F. grant 
under the China-U. S. Cooperation Program. 
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with the given G-space X as fibre. From the functorial viewpoint of 
algebraic topology, it is natural and convenient to consider H*(XQ) 
as the equivariant cohomology algebra of the G-space X, i.e., H*(X0) 
~HQ(X). Then, it is perfectly natural to study the relationships be
tween the various geometric behaviors of the G-space X and those 
algebraic invariants containing in its equivariant cohomology 
HQ{X). T O be precise, let us formulate the following basic problems 
whose successful solutions will constitute a solid foundation towards 
the establishment of the "splitting principle" 

Problem 1. Let G be a torus group and X be a topological G-space 
with F as its fixed-point set. How does one determine the structure of 
H*(Ft Q) from the structure of H*(XGf <?)? 

Since the fixed-point set F(G, X) of a general G-space X may very 
well be empty, and the nonexistence of fixed-points tells us almost 
nothing else, it is essential to consider the whole lattice of connected 
isotropy subgroups, namely, 6°(X) = {Gj; XÇZX}. 

Problem 2. In case F(G, X) = 0 , how does one determine the set of 
maximal elements of 9°(X) from the structure of H*(XQ, Q)? 

Problem 3. Let H±, • • • , Ha be the set of maximal elements of 
d°(X). How does one compute the cohomology rings of F(Hj, X) as 
well as W / , X)/GJ=1, • • • , ajrom H*(X0t Q)1 

Problem 4. How does one determine the whole lattice of 6°(X) as 
well as the cohomology structures of Xyn and X(H)/G, (X(H) = {xÇzX; 
G°X = H}) for each element H&°(X)? 

We state the answers of the above basic problems as the following 
theorems of fundamental importance in the cohomology theory of 
topological transformation groups. Their proofs will appear in a forth
coming paper in Taita Journal of Mathematics. Their far reaching 
significance and applications will be included in Lecture Notes on 
Cohomology Theory of Topological Transformation Groups of the 
author (1970, Fall, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan). 

Notations. In the following, the transforming group G is always a 
torus group, and H*(BG, Q)—Q[*I, • • • , h]9 / = rk(G), is always ab
breviated by R. For a given subtorus KÇ1G, we denote H*(BKf Q) by 
R(K) and the associated prime ideal Pje = ker(2?-->2?(jBO). F ° r a given 
G-space X and x £ ^ > we shall simply write Rx for R(G%) and P* for 
Pal and XK= {xGX; G^K), XP= {XGX; PXQP] where P is a 
given prime ideal of R. For a given P-module SfTC, we denote the locali
zation of SfTC at the prime ideal P by Sfllp. If P = {o}, then we shall 
simple denote it by 9E. 

THEOREM 1. Let {&, • • * , £*; vi, • * * , vh] be a generator system of 
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the Ê-algebra Ê*(XQ, Q) and I be the ideal of defining relations, namely 

I^>A~È[xir • • ,xk] ®%A3t[vir • • , vh] -> Ê*(XQ, Q) -> 0 

is an exact sequence of Ê-modules. Then 
(i) The radical of ƒ, \/I, decomposes into the intersection of s maximal 

ideals Mj = M(a(i)) whose variety is the point aU)ÇzRk> i>e., 

VI - Mi r\ • • • H M,. 

(ii) TAe fixed-point set F consists of exactly s connected components, 
say F*\j~l,'--tsf and moreover 

H*(F*,Q)®QR~A/Ij 

where Ij = IM^A . 
(iii) ƒ = JxH • • • n / ^ J r . . . . / . , / , + Zi- . . . -/i-i•/,-+!• . . . • / . 

= 1. 

PROPOSITION 1. (Criterion for the existence of fixed-point.) The follow
ing three conditions are equivalent: 

(i) The fixed-point set F is nonempty, i.e., F5*0. 
(ii) rftere m's/s a cross-section to the fibration XQ—^BQ. 

(iii) jTAe induced map Tr*:H*(Bof Q)-*H*(XG, (?) is infective. 

REMARK. The above proposition is false for all noncommutative 
compact connected Lie groups. 

THEOREM 2. Let J be the kernel ofir*:R-*H*(XG, Q) which is clearly 
a homogeneous ideal of R. Let y/J be the radical of J and 

V / « P i n - • • npa 

be the irreducible decomposition of y/J into its prime components. Then 
(i) Every Pj is integral linear in the sense that P3- is generated by in

tegral linear elements of R. Hence, the variety of Pj, V(P3), is an integral 
linear subspace of Ql which can be considered as the Lie algebra of a sub-
torus Hj such that Pj is exactly the kernel of R—>R(Hj). 

(ii) {Hj;j — lt • • • ta} are exactly those maximal elements of 6°(X). 
(iii) Let Y*=F(H,t X)t j = l, • • • , a. Then 

H*(Y*/G, Q) ®Q k(H,) ^ H*(YG, Q)P. ~ H*(XG, Q)Pr 

(iv) Let fe==Max(rk(Hy); j = l , • • • , a) and Hh • • • , Habe those 
Hj with rk(Hj) = k. Then the leading coefficient in the Laurent expansion 
of the Poincarê polynomial ofXQ, P{Xoyu),atu~\ris given by 

d 

a„k - 2~* X) dim« H*(Y*/G, Q). 
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REMARKS, (i) I t follows from the equivariant embedding theorem of 
Mostow, the set of equivariant neighborhoods of Y= Y1+ • • • + Ya 

possess a countable basis, say {Ni(Y)}. For technical reasons, we 
shall consider H*(X-Y, Q) as the limit of H*(X-Nt(Y), Q) and 
H*(Xa- YQ, Q) as the limit of H*(X0-Ni(Y)a, Q). Then it is clear 
that 

0O(X - Y) = 0»(X)\{Hr,j - 1, • • • , a). 

Hence we may apply Theorem 2 to compute H*(XG — YQ, (?) and 
then those maximal elements of d°(X— Y). I t is clear that this step
wise procedure will give a theoretical solution cf Problem 4 in general. 
However, in many concrete special cases, it is possible to find an easier 
way out. 

(ii) In the above two theorems, we determine the structure of 
H*(F', Q)®QR (resp. H*(F(Hj, X)/G, Q)®QÊ(Hj)) as an ^-algebra 
(resp. Ê(Hj)-algebra) in terms of generators and relations. In order 
to actually determine the structure of H*(F*, Q) (resp. H*(YJ/G, (?)), 
one need only to reduce the given generator system of the ^-algebra 
H*(F*t Q) ®QÊ (resp. H*(Y'/G, Q) ®QR(Hj)) to a new generator sys
tem whose elements lie in H*(F>\ Q) (resp. H*(Y>'/G, Q)). 

THEOREM 3. It is possible to reduce a generator system {rjh • • • , rjk} 
of the Ê-algebra H*(F>\ Q)®QÊ (resp. the È{Hj)-algebra H*(Y*/G, Q) 
®QR(HJ)) to a new system completely lying in H*(Fj> Q) (resp. 
H*(Y'/G, Q)) via the following two types of elementary operations: 

(i) multiply a generatort say 771, by an invertible element, 
(ii) replace a generator, say 771, by 

Vi = *?i + f(vz> * * ' > Vk)-

COROLLARY 1. If Ê*(XQ, Q) has a generator system of k elements as 
an Ê-algebra, then H*(F3\ Q) has a generator system of at most k elements 
as a Q-algebra for every connected component F3' of the fixed-point set 
F(G, X). 

One may further quotient off the part of odd dimensional genera
tors in Theorem 1 to get the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. Let N= V {0} be the ideal of all nilpotent elements of A 
and p, pj be the projections of A onto Ê*(XQ, Q) and H*(FJQ, Q) rela
tively. Let w:A->A/N~R[xi, • • • , xk], Î = TT(I), ÎJ = IT(IJ). Then 

(i) Ê*(XGLQ)/P(N)~R[X]/I, H*(FG, Q)/PJ(N)~R[X]/I,, 

(ii) y/I=H\(~\ • • • r\Âf, where M,- is the maximal ideal of 

a<» G &. 
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(iii) V/y=My, / , = / t f / \ 8 [ * ] and l^hC\ • • • H / t , 7 y + / r . . . 
• ƒy_i• ƒ y+i• . . . • I8 = 1 . 

COROLLARY 2. TAe number of connected components of the fixed-point 
set F is smaller than or equal to dimR(Ê*(Xat Q)/p(N)). 

If they happen to be equal, then H*(F'\ Q) are generated by odd 
dimensional elements for all J = l, • • • , s. 

COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the even part {£,} and the odd part {VJ} 

are separable, i.e., Ê*{XQ, Q)o^R[x]/1 ® RV where Vis the subalgebra 
generated by {vj}. Then H*(Fj, Q) ®Q R are also separable and 

B*(F', Q)®QR~ {R[x]/lj} ®R V. 

COROLLARY 4. If V^A&[vh • • - , » * ] , then H*(FJ\ Q) also contains 
an exterior algebra of h generators AQ[XI, • • • , X/J such that 

{H*(FJ,Q)/I(\ir. • ,A*)} ®QR^R[X]/IJ. 

COROLLARY 5. If Ê*(XG, Q) is generated by odd dimensional elements 
as an R-algebra, then the fixed-point set F is connected and H*(F3\ Q) 
is also generated by odd dimensional elements. 
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